Our free open source assessment solution is ideal for users who want high control over their system and have the IT team to manage it in house.

Designed for organizations that are just beginning the digital transformation journey, our turn-key assessment solution provides the bridge to ease the transition from paper to computer-based assessment.

**TAO Core**

Our free open source assessment solution is ideal for users who want high control over their system and have the IT team to manage it in house.

**TAO Accelerate**

Designed for organizations that are just beginning the digital transformation journey, our turn-key assessment solution provides the bridge to ease the transition from paper to computer-based assessment.

**TAO Ignite**

Our most popular solution offers TAO’s robust feature set, plus additional scalability and dedicated account management.

**TAO Enterprise**

Our most powerful, deeply integrated and custom TAO solution including multi-tenancy and dedicated enterprise-level support.

Our commitment to open standards also means TAO’s solutions are compliant with other industry standards such as PCI, LTI, MathML and OpenID. Combined with TAO’s extensive library of REST-based open APIs, these standards enable seamless integration with third party components so that your assessment ecosystem is free to grow with you.

Reliable, Transparent Packages to Match your Deployment Scale

Download and run TAO on your own, leverage a turn-key cloud-native system, or work with our team to enhance, configure and customize your platform to your exact needs.

TAO’s solutions are built around our powerful, end-to-end platform feature stack giving you the tools you need to provide a best-in class assessment experience:

- QTI item & test authoring
- Item banking
- Asset management
- Shared stimuli
- Rich metadata capabilities
- Access control & auditing
- Test-taker rostering
- Test delivery
- Accessibility tools
- On-site & AI remote proctoring
- Automatic & human scoring
- Deep reporting

These tools are designed to work in harmony, allowing you to seamlessly manage and optimize your assessment programs throughout the entire testing cycle.

*TAO Ignite* is packaged into transparent pricing tiers based on your testing program volumes, giving you precision control over the scale of your deployments without incurring unexpected costs.
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Dive Into the TAO Ecosystem

We believe the future of education is an open digital ecosystem that unites technologies and accelerates innovation. Discover how TAO's suite of solutions comes together through our end-to-end platform components, services and resources.

**TAO Studio**
Assessment Authoring & Item banking

TAO’s sophisticated WYSIWYG item and test creator makes it easy to create innovative QTI-based questions, incorporate media, configure test layouts, create shared item banks and more through simple drag and drop commands. The platform’s rich metadata capabilities also lets you connect test assets to curriculum and learning standards for deep reporting.

**TAO Advance**
Candidate Rostering & Online Test Delivery

TAO’s 100% WCAG-accessible delivery engine offers a sophisticated and flexible infrastructure built on today's most powerful cloud technology, easily scaling from the classroom to a nationwide deployment without disruption. TAO gives you the flexibility to administer tests on any device. You can also conveniently launch tests from an LMS by using the 1EdTech LTI protocol.

**TAO Insights**
Reporting Tools

TAO’s powerful reporting module dynamically captures real-time testing data that you can use to help pinpoint student interventions and close the feedback loop between teaching, learning and assessment.

**Services Suite**

We can provide a variety of services to compliment your assessment software, including custom training and support, consultancy, and partner resources. Need help transforming your testing content to the QTI industry standard? We can get you where you need to be.

**Open Source Resources**

Become a part of global a community built on a shared mission to give back to education. TAO users have the opportunity to become a part of the FLIP+ eAssessment consortium, an open forum that brings education leaders together from all corners of the world to share resources, content, and development innovations.

**Knowledge Base**

TAO's technical resource hub provides useful documentation, training courses and tools for both seasoned developers and everyday users just getting started building assessments with TAO.

TAO’s end-to-end components can be enhanced with feature-rich add-ons to create a future-proof testing experience.

Remote Proctoring
TAO offers live proctoring with AI-based incident reporting to prevent cheating risks and ensure the integrity of remote tests.

**TAO Grader**

Our modern and accessible solution for open response manual scoring, which works in tandem with TAO's end-to-end components.

Want to learn more?

Get in touch with a TAO Solutions Specialist today to learn more about TAO and how we can help you create your ideal assessment program.

Contact Us: inbound@taotesting.com